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Peer Review TGC Symbolism Essay: CCQC Method

1. Read over your partner’s essay focusing on the claims made about the evolution of the symbolism of the Glass Castle found in the body paragraphs.

2. Check their use of the CCQC method by checking off the following for each claim made in their body paragraphs.

Is there evidence of the following?
Mark the blank with a ✔ if that part of the method is evident and well-written.
Mark the blank with a ~ if that part of the method is evident, but needs work.
Mark the blank with an X if there is no evidence of that part of the method.

Example 1:
___ C - Claim/Topic Sentence
___ C - Context
___ Q - Quotation (embedded/integrated into the sentence)
___ C - Commentary

Comments (you must include advice on how to improve an area that did not receive a ✔):

Example 2:
___ C - Claim/Topic Sentence
___ C - Context
___ Q - Quotation (embedded/integrated into the sentence)
___ C - Commentary

Comments (you must include advice on how to improve an area that did not receive a ✔):

Example 3:
___ C - Claim/Topic Sentence
___ C - Context
___ Q - Quotation (embedded/integrated into the sentence)
___ C - Commentary

Comments (you must include advice on how to improve an area that did not receive a ✔):